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Abstract 

A large statistical design of experiments (DOE) based investigation has been completed 

into the effects of surface preparation, cleaning method and adhesive choice on the 

strength of marine composite T-joints. Using a new extended experimental data set 

guidelines for the best adhesive, surface-preparation and cleaning combinations were 

verified. Statistical analyses were developed that showed that fabrication methods were 

robust, both in terms of achieving joint fillet radii tolerances that did not compromise the 

joint strength, and in terms of repeatability. All parameters were found to be significant 

in a complex, interacting manner, and so interaction plots were invaluable to clearly 

represent results and allow practical engineering interpretation. 
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1. Introduction 

Laminated composite materials, mostly in the form of glass fibre reinforced polyester, 

are well established structural materials within the marine industries, especially for the 

leisure craft market [1,2]. This is mostly due to their resistance to rot and corrosion, the 

ease with which they may be used to form complex seamless parts, and their high specific 

properties. Although much of the structure may be formed in one piece, the joining of 

separate parts such as stiffeners, decks, superstructure, bulkheads and fittings may still 

require up to 50% of the total time and cost of build [3]. The use of mechanical fasteners 

is expensive and time consuming, often induces stress concentrations, and is a potential 

source of water ingress. Adhesive bonding is cheaper, lighter, faster, joins dissimilar 

materials, spreads the load, can reduce vibrations and compensate for tolerance 

problems and thermal expansion [3–8], and is hence a very attractive option.  

However, the strength of adhesive bonding is highly dependent on the adhesives used, 

the manner of their application and (especially for the generally less clean environment 

of a typical shipyard) substrate surface preparation [6,5,3].  

Hence, this work investigates the effects of adhesive and surface preparation and 

cleaning on the strengths of T-joints; a representative geometry of many typical bonds 

used in the marine industry including deck-hull, bulkhead-hull and deck-superstructure 

joints, amongst others. Since previous experience [9–12] had already indicated that 
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interactions between parameter effects (where the effect of each parameter varies 

depending on the values of the other parameters) are ubiquitous in the structural 

behaviour of marine composite materials, a 8statistically designed experiments9, 
(8experimental design9 or 8design of experiments - D.O.E.9) approach [13–15] was used in 

previous work [16] to identify significant interaction effects. In fact, all of the possible 

parameter interactions were found to be statistically significant (i.e. repeatable, but not 

necessarily 8large9), and in order to interpret these complex relationships interaction plots 

were found to be indispensable. Finally, engineering knowledge was used to give practical 

interpretations of the most significant (in terms of engineering) parameter effects. 

Here, this work has been further developed and extended with deeper statistical analyses 

which have been used to additionally investigate both operator effects and the 

robustness of the production method. To achieve this, the experimental data set had to 

be doubled in size by introducing a second replication of all fabricated specimens, and 

measured adhesive fillet radii have been introduced as possible covariates in the 

statistical model. 

2. Experimental details 

The terminology of 8design of experiments (D.O.E.)9 will be used throughout this paper, 

and hence the most important terms are explained below:  

 The design parameters and their values are referred to as 8factors9 and 8factor 

levels9 (or simply 8levels9) respectively.  
 The experimental programme, or 8design9, is carried out at several pre-designed 

combinations of these factor levels, each of which is termed a 8run9 or 8treatment 

combination9 (or simply 8treatment9).  
 The measured result of the experiment is called the 8response variable9 (or 

8response9), in this case the joint strength. 

The design of the experimental programme structure was carried out using the practical 

engineering experience and requirements of the shipyard 8Estaleiros Navais de Peniche9 
(ENP). Three bonding factors were selected as of interest for investigation:  

(i) Surface preparation (8PREP9) 
(ii) Surface cleaning (8CLEAN9) 
(iii) Adhesive (8ADHES9)   

Then, the values (or levels) of each of these three factors which were of most interest 

practically were decided upon, as detailed in Table 1. 

All T-joint specimens were fabricated under typical shipyard conditions at ENP with 

nominal dimensions as shown in Figure 1. Throughout this paper the vertical and 

horizontal sandwich laminates of Figure 1 are referred to as the 8web9 and the 8base9 of 
the T - joint, respectively.  

All joint adherend laminates were nominally identical; vacuum assisted hand laid up 

Coremat sandwich panels of E-glass reinforced Scott Bader orthophthalic resin 446 PALV 

skins with a Lantor Coremat XM4 core. The laminate schedule was [600 CSM, (300 CSM, 
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800 WR)2, XM4]S , where: 300, 600 & 800 are areal weights in gm- 2, CSM is Chopped 

Strand Mat, WR is balanced Woven Roving, and XM4 is Coremat. 

Factor Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

Surface Preparation 

(PREP) 

8None9 8Ground9 8Peel9 

Manual; angle grinder Textured peel ply 

Surface Cleaning 

(CLEAN) 

8Cloth9 8Solv9 - 

Clean, dry cloth Acetone and styrene 

Adhesive 

(ADHES) 

8Crest9 8Cryst9 8Poly9 
Scott Bader 

Crestomer 1186PA 

Scott Bader Crystic 

2655PA (now 890-82PA9) 
Glass microfibers / Scott 

Bader orthophthalic 

polyester 446 PALV 

Table 1. Experimental Factors (parameters) & Levels (values) 

 

Figure 1. Nominal T - joint dimensions in mm 

For each considered treatment combination (factor level combination) a pair of 

rectangular laminate panels each of 150 by approximately 500 mm were cut, and their 

surfaces prepared and cleaned appropriately. Then each pair was bonded together with 

the appropriate adhesive using a radiused spatula to give an 8extended9 T-joint from 

which the individual T-joint specimens were then cut as 8slices9 (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2. 8Extended9 T-joint and cut T-joint specimen 8slices9 

Previous experience [10–12,16] has shown that since interactions between factor effects 

are common for composite materials it is best to test all possible treatment combinations 

(of parameter values), and hence 18 types of extended T-joints were fabricated, one for 

each possible permutation of the levels of the three factors shown in Table 1. To give 

sufficient statistical precision in the face of the known variability of these types of hand-
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made marine composites laminates and components, three T-joints from each of these 

18 treatment combinations were tested (The rest were left untested for further work) 

giving the 54 tested specimens as reported in [16]. 

Further, to provide sufficient data for the present investigation into the robustness of the 

manufacturing process a new second batch of each of the fabricated 18 8extended9 T-

joints was made, and again three of the specimens cut as slices from each of these for 

mechanical testing. Effectively the whole experimental programme was 8doubled-up9 
giving the total number of tested specimens as 108. In order to avoid possible 

confounding of the data with uncontrollable external factors, the strength testing run 

order was randomised. 

As a suitably severe loading case joints were supported and loaded as shown in Figure 3. 

Test setup and typical force-displacement behaviour 

  

Figure 3. Test setup and typical force-displacement behaviour 

Actual specimen dimensions, including adhesive fillet radii, were measured and then a 

calibrated computer-controlled servo-hydraulic test machine used to load the specimens 

at a controlled displacement rate of 0.1 mm/s until failure of the joint produced a 

significant and sudden drop in load. Force and displacement data was recorded and the 

strength of the joint was taken as the maximum load achieved. Failure modes were also 

noted as each test progressed and then verified using video recordings of each test, which 

were themselves cross-referenced with respect to time with the relevant load data. 

3. Results 

Typically, an initially linear force-displacement relationship was seen and the joint failed 

with a sudden loss of load bearing capacity, which was in many cases preceded by a 

shorter non-linear section corresponding to progressive damage (Figure 3).  

Failure modes fell into six categories, as shown in Figure 4. The UWC (Upper Web Crack) 

mode occurred as the specimen failed (i.e. at the sharp drop in load) and was followed 

by delamination of the upper web. Similarly, the BCT (Base Core Tensile) failure occurred 

as the specimen failed (i.e. at the sharp drop in load) and was followed by UBD (Upper 

Base Delamination) damage. 
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Figure 4. Failure modes: (i) Base Separation (BS), (ii) Lower Base Upper Web Separation 

(LBUWS), (iii) Upper Base Lower Web Separation (UBLWS), (iv) Upper Base Delamination (UBD), 

(v) Upper Web Crack (UWC), (vi) Base Core Tensile (BCT) 

The measured failure loads Ffail were normalised to account for any differences in the 

measured specimen widths b from the nominal 45mm to give the response variable 

MaxF: ���� =  Ā45 ��ÿ��         ( 1 ) 

Both the individual normalised failure loads and their average values over the three 

repeat test values obtained for each of the two replications of each of the 18 treatment 

combinations are given in Table 2. Those specimens which were so weak to break upon 

cutting or handling were attributed a failure load of 0 kg, which in terms of engineering 

purposes is justified. Failure modes as per the abbreviations of Figure 4 are also given in 

Table 2, and where all three repeat tests did not suffer the same failure mode this is 

indicated. 

4. Statistical Analyses 

The open source, free statistical analysis software 8R9 (R Core Team 2015) via the 8R-

Studio9 software (RStudio Team 2015) was used for the statistical analyses of the 
experimental data. Appropriate factor levels were assigned to the factor variables 9PREP9, 
8CLEAN9 and 8ADHES9, and normalized experimental strength data assigned to the 

response variable 8MaxF9. Initially, a similar analysis to that performed previously [16] was 

completed in order to verify the hitherto obtained results with the increased statistical 

precision made possible by the availability of twice as much experimental data. Then, 

deeper statistical investigations designed to explore the robustness of manufacturing in 

terms of both the variation in adhesive filet radii and repeatability of the production 

process were made.  

4.1 Estimated Linear model 

An estimated linear model of the maximum force response with respect to the three 

factors and all of their possible interaction terms was fitted to the data. To verify the 

validity of the model a residual analysis was performed. The statistical model was shown 

to be valid, with an 8R29 value of 0.93 (a value of 1.0 indicating a perfect fit to the data) 
and Levene9s tests [17] and a normal Q-Q plot (Figure 5) of the residuals showed that the 
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data was both sufficiently normally distributed and homoscedastic (i.e. of homogeneous 

variance, see Figure 6) for the statistical analyses used here to be considered valid. 

 

PREP CLEAN ADHES Replication Strength (N) Failure Mode 

    Repetition 1 Repetition 2 Repetition 3 Mean  

None Cloth Crest 1 768 661 720 716 BS 

2 850 889 895 878 UBD 

None Cloth Cryst 1 167 94 0 87 UBLWS 

2 78 0 0 26 UBLWS 

None Cloth Poly 1 0 0 0 0 BS 

2 0 0 0 0 BS 

None Solv Crest 1 1097 1245 1309 1217 BCT / UBD 

2 1022 1004 1022 1016 UBD 

None Solv Cryst 1 268 249 321 279 BS 

2 0 0 0 0 LBUWS 

None Solv Poly 1 184 163 290 212 LBUWS 

2 0 0 0 0 LBUWS 

Grind Cloth Crest 1 946 980 865 931 UBD 

2 893 856 781 843 UBD 

Grind Cloth Cryst 1 724 634 737 698 UBD / UWC 

2 808 880 884 857 UWC 

Grind Cloth Poly 1 1039 1028 783 950 UWC 

2 614 869 881 788 UWC 

Grind Solv Crest 1 1059 1007 1042 1036 BCT / UBD / UWC 

2 897 986 906 930 UBD 

Grind Solv Cryst 1 1114 1184 1268 1188 UWC / UBD 

2 924 974 1021 973 UWC / UBD 

Grind Solv Poly 1 720 918 1025 887 UWC 

2 1111 1149 785 1015 UWC 

Peel Cloth Crest 1 729 741 756 742 UBD 

2 690 721 689 700 UBD 

Peel Cloth Cryst 1 736 997 922 885 BS 

2 854 830 753 812 BS 

Peel Cloth Poly 1 867 893 725 828 BS 

2 732 713 757 734 BS / UWC 

Peel Solv Crest 1 1147 997 1016 1053 UBD 

2 979 886 888 917 UBD 

Peel Solv Cryst 1 741 766 810 772 BS 

2 948 873 869 897 BS 

Peel Solv Poly 1 621 612 893 709 BS 

2 713 699 726 713 BS 

Table 2. Experimental design and results 
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Figure 5. Residual plots for validating the statistical model assumptions 

 

Figure 6. Experimental vs statistical model prediction values 

Once the validity of the model had been verified, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) to 

investigate the statistical significance of the various factor and interaction effects was 

completed, as summarised in Table 3. 
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Response: MaxF Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 

PREP 2 6218890 3109445 273.3436 < 2.2e-16 

CLEAN 1 456170 456170   40.1008 9.278e-09 

ADHES 2 2487406 1243703 109.3309 < 2.2e-16 

PREP:CLEAN 2 66594    33297    2.9270   0.058673 

PREP:ADHES 4 3824815   956204   84.0575 < 2.2e-16 

CLEAN:ADHES 2 158311    79156    6.9584   0.001549 

PREP:CLEAN:ADHES 4 228215    57054    5.0155   0.001074 

Residuals 90 1023803 11376   

Table 3. ANOVA table 

4.2 Factor interaction effects 

Table 3. Shows that all of the interaction terms right up to the three-way interaction are 

statistically significant, as shown by the very low p-value for PREP:CLEAN:ADHES. Since 

this three way interaction expresses how the two-way interactions (i.e. how the effect of 

one factor changes with the value of a second factor) change with the value of a third 

factor, any interpretation of the two-way interactions should not be made, as explained 

in depth in [16]. 

Interaction effects may be described from a number of equivalent but different 

perspectives. For example, the two-way interaction between PREP and CLEAN 

(8PREP:CLEAN9, or 8PREPxCLEAN9) may equally be thought of as the change in the effect 

of PREP with changes in the value of CLEAN, or as the change in the effect of CLEAN with 

changes in the value of PREP, i.e. PREP:CLEAN ≡ CLEAN:PREP. This also extends to three-

way interactions, for example the (only) three-way interaction effect here between PREP, 

CLEAN & ADHES (8PREP:CLEAN:ADHES9) can equally validly be thought of as the change 
of the two-way interaction PREP:CLEAN with the different values taken by ADHES, or 

changes in CLEAN:ADHES with the values of PREP, or changes in PREP:ADHES with CLEAN 

(i.e. PREP:CLEAN:ADHES ≡ CLEAN:ADHES:PREP ≡ PREP:ADHES:CLEAN). Whilst the choice 

of how the interaction is interpreted is arbitrary, it is most helpful to choose one (or 

more), that is (are) most easily interpreted in terms of practical engineering aspects and 

the aims of the study. 

The power of interaction plots in concisely and clearly presenting all of the complex 

trends seen in the data when higher interactions between the factor effects are present 

was shown in [16]. Hence, in order to compare and validate the trends seen the (three-

way) interaction is represented here in six different, but equivalent, forms in the six plots 

of Figure 7. All six plots contain exactly the same 18 points (each is the average of six 

experimental failure load values; three experimental repetitions for both replications), 

but these points are presented in a different manner in each plot enabling different 

engineering interpretations to be clarified.  

This ability of statistically designed experimentation and analysis to systematically 

investigate, and, importantly, to clearly represent graphically, factor interactions is a very 

powerful tool, extremely useful (if not essential) in any situation where multiple 

parameters affect the measured response and interactions between the factor effects 
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are possible. Many areas of research into composite materials fall into this multi-

parametric category (e.g. Sutherland et al. 1998, Sutherland & Guedes Soares 2003).  

 

Figure 7. 3-way interaction effect plots 
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4.3 Adhesive filet radii covariates 

For each of the 108 specimens 8WU9, WL9, 8BL9 and 8BU9 fillet radii were measured, where 
8W9, 8B9, 8U9 and 8L9 refer to 8Web9, 8Base9, 8Upper9 and 8Lower9, respectively (8Upper9 and 
8Lower9 are with respect to the test configuration). The descriptive statistics of all the 

measured 432 fillet radii are given in Table 4. 

(mm) WU WL BU BL 

Minimum    36 33 37 36 

1st Quartile 39 40 39 40 

Median  40 42 41 40 

Mean    41 41 41 41 

3rd Quartile. 43 44 43 42 

Maximum    50 47 51 48 

Table 4. Fillet radii descriptive statistics 

Next, the possible improvement of the statistical model by the inclusion of these radii is 

evaluated. Initially a simple check of linear correlation between covariates and failure 

mode was made (Table 5). 

 
WL BU BL Fail Load 

WU 0.44 0.19 0.07 0.43 

WL  0.11 0.11 0.34 

BU   0.35 0.22 

BL    0.01 

Table 5. Fillet radii correlation coefficients 

Prior to performing an ANCOVA (analysis of covariance), scatter plots of the response 

variable against the covariates were made (Figure 8).  

The parameter and covariate terms of the ANCOVA statistical model were then selected 

using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) method [18], resulting in the inclusion of the 

upper web fillet radius covariate only. The results of the ANOVA (without fillet radii 

covariates) are compared with those of the ANCOVA (with covariate) in Table 6. 

4.4 8Replication9 effects 

The data from the two replications of the experimental programme (each consisting of 

54 tests; three repetitions of each of the 18 permutations of the various levels of the 

three bonding parameters) were used to investigate the robustness of the manufacturing 

process in terms of its 8repeatability9. These two replications were not fabricated in the 

shipyard in a controlled manner - the two replications were not, for example, completed 

on different days or by different operators – but were fabricated together. Effectively, 

the replications were 8randomised9. 

In order to maximise the information obtained from the data, a permutation analysis [19] 

was completed. The levels 819 or 829 were allocated randomly to a 8replication parameter9 
and a statistical analysis made, which was then repeated for a second random allocation 
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of replication levels, and so on until a large number of the permutation analyses had been 

made; 1000 times was considered to be sufficient for this study. Then, the percentage of 

these permutations which gave a significantly large effect of the replication parameter 

(to a significance level of 0.05) was evaluated.  

 

Figure 8. Fillet radii covariate scatterplots 

Since the effects of the replication parameter on both the mean strength and the 

variability of the strength are of interest from an engineering standpoint, both of these 

replication effects were evaluated. Two types of statistical tests were used to evaluate if 

any differences in the mean strength due to replication were used; the more precise 

Welch Two Sample t-test [20] and the more robust (with respect to statistical 

requirements of the data such as normality) Wilcoxon test [21]. Similarly, two types of 

statistical tests were used to evaluate if any differences in the variability of the strength 

due to replication were used; the more precise Levene t-test [17] and the more robust 

Fligner-Killeen test [22]. The results of the permutation analysis are summarised in Table 

7. 
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ANOVA      
Response: MaxF Df Sum Sq. Mean Sq. F value p-value 

PREP 2 64650 32325 272.9 0.000 

CLEAN 1 4738 4738 40.0 0.000 

ADHES 2 25871 12935 109.2 0.000 

PREP:CLEAN 2 689 345 2.9 0.060 

PREP:ADHES 4 39791 9948 84.0 0.000 

CLEAN:ADHES 2 1640 820 6.9 0.002 

PREP:CLEAN:ADHES 4 2366 591 5.0 0.001 

Residuals 90 10662 118   

      
ANCOVA      
Response: MaxF Df Sum Sq. Mean Sq. F value p-value 

PREP 2 64650 32325 309.8 0.000 

CLEAN 1 4738 4738 45.4 0.000 

ADHES 2 25871 12935 124.0 0.000 

WU 1 18263 18263 175.0 0.000 

PREP:CLEAN 2 1946 973 9.3 0.000 

PREP:ADHES 4 24250 6063 58.1 0.000 

CLEAN:ADHES 2 435 218 2.1 0.130 

PREP:CLEAN:ADHES 4 967 242 2.3 0.063 

Residuals 89 9286 104   

Table 6. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) tables 

Statistical test Means Variability 

Two sample t Wilcoxon Levene Fligner-Killeen 

PREP 

Grind 4% 5% 11% 11% 

None 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Peel-ply 1% 1% 5% 5% 

CLEAN 
Cloth 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Solvents 0% 1% 0% 0% 

ADHES 
Crestomer 1% 0% 1% 0% 

Crystic 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Polyester 0% 0% 0% 0% 

 Table 7. Percentage of permutation analysis results giving a statistically significant replication 

effect 

5. Discussion 

In the following discussion, engineering interpretations of the results of the various 

statistical analyses of the previous section are made 

5.1 Joint parameters 

It is worth repeating that a statistically significant effect (i.e. one large enough to be 

distinguished above the statistical 8noise9 in the data) does not necessarily infer an 
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important effect in practical engineering terms; it may still be too small to be of any 

practical importance.  

Overall, the larger interaction effects seen for the whole data set agree with those 

reported in [16], as summarised below (based on Figure 7 (iv) and (vi) which the authors 

consider to be both the most relevant in terms of common shipyard practice and those 

giving the clearest interpretation). 

The strongest joint type can be seen to be either one cleaned with solvents, bonded with 

Crestomer and with no surface preparation (None/Solv/Crest) with an average maximum 

load of 1117 N kg or the Grind/Solv/Cryst combination with an average maximum load of 

1081 N. Statistical tests in [16] suggested that there was no significant difference 

between the strength of the two joint types, and consideration of the larger data set here 

confirms that there is nothing to choose between them, especially in terms of practical 

engineering.  

Both Figure 7 (iv) and (vi) very clearly identify the treatment combinations responsible 

for the two distinct groups of data seen in Figure 6; the weaker group is made up of the 

Crystic and polyester putty bonded joints with no surface preparation. 

However, the strongest joint may not be the 8best9 engineering solution; there are other 

practical production and cost considerations to be taken into account. Hence, further 

comparisons are made below using Figure 7. If comparisons between the behaviours of 

the three adhesives considered is of interest then the interpretation of the data given by 

Figure 7 (iv) shows that: 

a) Crestomer adhesive joints should be cleaned with solvents and then any surface 

preparation will give a strong joint with no preparation slightly stronger (1117 N) 

than grinding (983 N) and peel-ply (985 N). 

b) Crystic adhesive joints must be prepared either by grinding or using peel-ply. 

Grinding followed by solvents gives a significantly higher strength (1081 N) than 

does simple cleaning (778 N). For Crystic peel-ply joints the use of solvents or of 

a simple cloth does not affect strength – the consideration of more data here has 

clarified that the slight statistical evidence that simple cloth cleaning could give a 

stronger joint seen in [16] was not a 8real9 effect. 
c) Polyester putty joints must also be prepared either by grinding or using peel-ply. 

Grinding followed by cleaning with solvents produced the strongest joints (951 

N), higher than the equivalent cloth-cleaned joint (869 N) but not by as much as 

seen in [16]. Peel-ply gave slightly weaker equivalent joints, confirming the finding 

of [16] that there is little evidence that solvents (711 N) give stronger joints than 

does cloth cleaning (781 N). 

When making comparison between surface preparations, consideration of Figure 7 (vi) is 

more helpful: 

(i) The centre plot of Figure 7 (vi) (or of Figure 7 (v)) clearly shows that neither Crystic 

nor polyester putty should be used if avoiding labour intensive surface 

preparation is attractive.  
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(ii) For surface grinding all three adhesives give a strong bond, with subsequent 

cleaning with solvents preferable for Crystic but giving only small improvements 

for the other adhesives. 

(iii) If peel ply is used then again all three adhesives give a strong bond, but in this 

case the use of solvents for cleaning only improves the Crestomer joint strength.    

In terms of failure modes, no significant differences to the results presented in [16] were 

seen. The failure modes seen may be categorised into two groups; (i) Interface failures / 

Separation, and (ii) Internal failures, associated with weaker and stronger joints, 

respectively. The strongest joints fail via delamination of the upper base skin laminate.  

The above discussion shows the power of experimental design techniques in resolving 

and clearly presenting the complex parameter effects and their interactions often seen 

when considering composite materials.  However, it is important to remember that the 

conclusions of this discussion concern the specific test setup and materials and 

fabrication methods considered here. 

5.2 Robustness of production process in terms of adhesive filet radii 

The mean, median and 1st and 3rd quartile values of Table 4 all show that the simple 

manual manufacturing process was able to produce joints with fillet radii close to the 

stipulated value of 40 mm (in fact, within the probable measurement error of plus or 

minus one mm), despite the presence of a small number of outliers as indicated by the 

larger range between minimum and maximum values. 

Table 5 shows that the only fillet radius with any real measure of correlation with the 

failure load was that of the upper web (WU), but that this was not a particularly strong 

correlation. Further, the plots of Figure 8 show that for the various factor levels there is 

no strong linear correlation between the fillet radii covariates and the failure load 

(indicated by the wide grey areas representing the 95% prediction bands around linear 

regression lines) and that the slopes of these linear regressions are not constant. This 

means that the statistical significance of the WU (upper web fillet radius) term in the 

ANCOVA results of Table 6 cannot be relied upon. Further, there is little difference in the 

ANOVA and ANCOVA error mean square values of Table 6 (118 and 104, respectively), 

indicating that the inclusion of the WU covariate does not significantly improve the fit of 

the model. 

Hence, it is concluded that the fillet radii covariates are not important in terms of this 

statistical model and do not need to be included. However, that does not mean that these 

radii are not important in a wider engineering sense (a much smaller fillet radius would 

almost certainly lead to a weaker joint), but that the variation in these radii seen here 

using this manufacturing technique is not sufficiently large to affect the joint strength. 

That is, the production method is sufficiently robust with respect to fillet radii in terms of 

joint strength.  
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5.3 Robustness of production method 

The statistical analysis of section 4.4 summarised in Table 7 gives an indication of the 

8repeatability9 of the production process. Firstly, the very similar results given by the two 

sample t- and Wilcoxon tests for the means, and by the Levene and Fligner-Killeen tests 

for the variability, indicate that the statistical suitability of the data for these tests is not 

an issue here. 

The entries in Table 7 refer to the percentage of the 1000 different permutations of 

random replication level (819 or 829) allocations analysed which result in a statistically 
significant (p-value > 0.05) effect of replication, on both the mean and variability of the 

joint strength. Hence, the low values presented here indicate that the production process 

is actually robust in terms of 8replicability9, despite the fact that it is both a manual 

method and is carried out under (often 8non-perfect9) shipyard conditions. Further, these 

results indicate that if we were to repeat this study the same results and conclusions 

would be obtained. 

Although still very low, the slightly higher percentage (≈ 10%) results for the strength 

variability of joints whose surfaces were ground indicate that this aspect of the 

production process is slightly less controllable. This is consistent with the fact that a hand-

held angle grinder was used for the joints with ground bonding surfaces, which would 

very feasibly be the most inconsistent aspect of all of the manufacturing processes used. 

Similar conclusions could be made concerning the effect of replication on both the mean 

strength of the ground joints and the strength variability of the peel-ply joints, but since 

these values in Table 7 are of only approximately 5% it is not at all clear if these are 

significant effects.  

6. Conclusions 

A large statistical design of experiments (DOE) based investigation has been completed 

into the effects of surface preparation, cleaning method and adhesive choice on the 

strength of T-joints representing various bonding solutions typically used in the 

construction of marine composite vessels and structures. The results and conclusions of 

previous work [16] were verified;  

 Solvents should be used to clean Crestomer bonded joints.  

 Grinding or peel-ply should be used to prepare Crystic bonded joints.  

 Grinding or peel-ply must be used to prepare polyester putty bonded joints.  

 Crestomer can tolerate no surface preparation, but neither Crystic nor polyester 

putty can.  

 Grinding followed by cleaning with solvents gives a strong joint irrespective of 

which of these three adhesives is used.  

Again, the effect of all parameters studied were found to be significant, and the strength 

and/or nature of these effects themselves were changed by changes in the values of the 

other parameters. The use of interaction plots was found to be invaluable in representing 

the complex results and in interpreting them in terms of practical engineering. 
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Further, deeper statistical analyses on an experimental data set of double the size of that 

of the previous work have allowed evaluations of the robustness9 of the production 

processes used. It was found that the fabrication methods used were actually very robust, 

both in terms of achieving joint fillet radii tolerances that did not compromise the joint 

strength, and in terms repeatability, despite the fact that these were potentially difficult 

to control manual methods. 
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